
In the January issue of Hub Insights, we highlighted our plan to share student insights with employers
in the form of a new service called Early Talent Insights.

As you have a vested interest in the success of our students and our partnerships with employers, we
have added you to the mailing list for this service.   

In addition to monthly releases (the 1st issue is shared below), we have a new Early Talent Insights
website, which includes a number of special reports, including the most recent ‘Average Co-op
Student Wage Report: 2023-2024’, which breaks wages down by work term, academic program, and
by industry.
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Employers Help Launch Early Talent Insights

Photo: Launch Event on February 15, 2024 (from left to right): Marco Baltazar (Microsoft), Jessica
Kudlats (TRSM Staff), Brien Convery (Convery & Company), Antonio Divincenzo (TRSM Student),
Nilavaan Yoganathan (TRSM Student), Dr. Cynthia Holmes (TRSM, Dean), Dr. Seung Hwan (Mark)
Lee (TRSM, Associate Dean of Engagement & Inclusion), Bobby Gertsakis (Enterprise Mobility),
Katie McBride (Royal Bank of Canada), Donna Muirhead (TRSM Staff), Reem Masoud (PwC) and
Wadie Alizerig (TRSM Staff)

https://click.trsm-connect.torontomu.ca/?qs=2a53121b167e4c222c9f175f7094ff706d828d57fd75fbfb34b28f4d666da38e48227113be1cf6b4dea5b2142d2e20b2b447b1132e3849af
https://click.trsm-connect.torontomu.ca/?qs=2a53121b167e4c225c3184a3679015a9bfa78a3c4f2af4b601c32be8313edf9854632b804b91d68df929d3899e2762864495f0a7acec62c5
https://click.trsm-connect.torontomu.ca/?qs=2a53121b167e4c225c3184a3679015a9bfa78a3c4f2af4b601c32be8313edf9854632b804b91d68df929d3899e2762864495f0a7acec62c5
https://click.trsm-connect.torontomu.ca/?qs=2a53121b167e4c225c3184a3679015a9bfa78a3c4f2af4b601c32be8313edf9854632b804b91d68df929d3899e2762864495f0a7acec62c5
https://click.trsm-connect.torontomu.ca/?qs=2a53121b167e4c225c3184a3679015a9bfa78a3c4f2af4b601c32be8313edf9854632b804b91d68df929d3899e2762864495f0a7acec62c5
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EARLY TALENT
I N S I G H T S

STUDENT POLL

When assessing a full-time job offer, what is the MOST important factor in
your decision?

We conduct monthly polls with students at the Ted Rogers School to provide Canadian organizations with
timely and relevant insights. Our goal is to help you understand the early talent labour force so you can
tailor your recruitment and retention strategies accordingly.

In this issue of Early Talent Insights, we present a summary of what motivates and influences our
business students when they receive and assess a full-time job offer.
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Salary is driving student decisions ... but there’s more

The most common response across 2,121 respondents was ‘salary and benefits’ followed by ‘opportunities
for advancement’, and ‘team culture’.

Salary is the most important factor for our students, with 33% of them rating it as the most important
element of the job offer. This reflects the reality of our student population with 75% qualifying for financial
assistance.

Opportunities for advancement is also highly rated by TRSM students, with 24% of them stating this as
their first priority when reviewing an offer. 

It is clear, however, that there are other factors important to our students including corporate culture
(15%), the option to work a flexible schedule (10%) and alignment of values (8%).

2,121 
No.  Responses

12 
No. Bachelor of Commerce Programs

1-4
Years of Study

Home to over 12,000 students, the Ted Rogers School of Management at Toronto Metropolitan University is Canada's leading
diverse, entrepreneurial business school centered in an urban learning environment.



Expanding on salary, we uncovered, when diving deeper on year of study, that it is far less a driver for
students in their final year than for first-year students. 

1st Year
32%

4th Year
27%

3rd Year
21%

2nd Year
19%

Salary is Less of a Priority for Graduating Students

If you would like access to the full data set, or wish to hire one of our students and/or
graduates, please connect with our Corporate Partnerships team.

Total Responses by Year

For those involved in recruiting early talent, it is crucial to understand that the attractiveness of your
employment offer extends beyond the confines of the contract itself. 

It involves creating a comprehensive package that caters to the needs and aspirations of students,
knowing that salary, opportunities for personal and professional development, and team culture are all
important aspects.

Students in their 4th year are more appreciative of the value of a positive team culture and the option to
flex their work style.

Have you invested in creating and communicating career pathways for new hires?

Are you aware of how your starting salaries compare with other organizations?

Do you know how well your organizational values are represented across the business units?

Key Considerations for Your Team
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